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INTERNATIONAL NORTH PACIFIC FISHERIES COMMISSION 

Tokyo, Japan, 1981 March 9 
------------------------------------------. -------------------------------

REPORT OF THE AD HOC SALMON RESEARCH COORDINATING GROUP 

The Ad Hoc Salmon Research Coordinating Group of-the Sub-Committee 
on Salmon met March 4 to ,9, 1981 in Tokyo, Japan. ~Mr_._C_.P_. ::Meacham of 
the United States served as chairman. The Secretariat kept the record 
and prepared-a draft report for consideration by the group. 

1. PARTICIPANTS. Individuals designated to participate in the 
meeting were: 

CANADA Member . L. Margolis 
. : . . 

UNITED STATES Member M. Dahlberg 
Advisers C. Harris 

C. P. Meacham 
R.T.B. Iversen 

JAPAN Member Kenji Takagi 

Advisers Jun Ito 
Seij i Machidori 
Kenzo Kawakami 

Toshia Isogai 

Takashi Shinomiya 
Yoshiaki Ito 
Mitsuyoshi Murakami 
Masanori Miyahara 
Akihiko Asakawa 
Manzo Tachibana 
Rikio Sato 
Kineo Kobayashi 
Marnoru Yoshida 
Teruaki Kosaka 
Ryoji Koseki 
Toshitaka Suzuki 
Takeji Fujii 
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Pacific Biological Station 

Auke Bay Laboratory, NMFS 
.Fisheries Research Institute 
Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game 
U.S.Ernbassy, Tokyo 

Far Seas Fisheries Research 
Laboratory 

II 

II 

Special Adviser, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs 

Fishery Division, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs 

II 

II 

· Int'l. Affairs Division, J.F.A. 
II 

II 

" 
" 
" 
II 

Resources Division, J.F.A. 

" 
" 

Professor, Hokkaido University 



Observers Toshihiro Yoshimura 
Yoshishige Shibuya 
Kiichi Tamura 
Retsuzo Nagayama 
Toshia Hidaka 

Koichi Funano 
Jun Kumagai 

Takahiro Otsuki 
Sannosuke Sato 

Fleet Commander, 
" 
II 

II 

Assistant ~fleet 
Meiyo maru 

II 

Kizan maru 
Nojima maru 
Jinyo maru 
Meiyo maru 

command;;:-

Assistant fleet commander, 
Nojima maru 

Fishing Master, Nojima maru 
Northern Sea .salmon Mothership 

Council 

SECRETARIAT C.R. Forrester 
Toshie Kawamoto (Inter-Group)! 

INTERPRETERS .Akiko Ono , 

2. 

Akiko rlteguchi · 
Kuniko Shirae 

AGENDA. The following agenda was adopted: 

(a) Opening remarks 
(b) Introduction of members and advisers 
(c) Selection of chairman 
(d) Appointment of rapporteur 
(e) Adoption of agenda 
(f) Review of terms of reference 
(g) Review of documents 
(h) Proposed research program on Japanese research vessels 

in 1981 
(i) Proposed research program on U.S. research vessels in 

1981 
(j) Status of exchanges 

i. Scale samples and associated data for scale 
pattern analysis 

ii. Catch statistics and other data 
(k) Discussion of methods for continuing continent of origin 

studies 
(1) Review of 1981 Japanese salmon mothership observer program 
(m) Procedures for sampling adipose-clipped salmonids 
(n) Other business 
(o) Consideration of the report to the Sub-Connnittee on Salmon 
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3. TERMS OF REFERENCE. ___ The terms of reference as assigned by 
the Sub-Committee on Salmon at the 1979 Annual Meeting are as 

follows: 

To facilitate cooperation between member nations in planning 
of research vessel operations, execution of research, 
exchange of data, and analyses directed toward continent of 
origin studies of salmon in areas 6f the Japanese high seas 
fisheries, and in particular the eastern portion of the 
Japanese landbased fishery area. 

At the 1980 meeting of the Sub-Committee on Salmon the 
sub-committee, as a consequence of a review of continent of origin 
studies, recommended that in 1981: 

(a) increased emphasis be given to tagging and -collection of 
scales from sockeye salmon south of 46°N and between 
175°E-175°W because of the much lower level of past 
tagging and sampling in this area 

,(b) increased emphasis also be given to tagging of pink 
salmon southeast of 46°N, 175°E due to the 
disproportionately lower level of past tagging in this 
area 

(c) scales be collected, if possible, from all coho and 
chinook salmon sampled by research vessels south of 
46°N since the potential for identification of the 
continent of origin of coho and chinook salmon by scale 
pattern appears favourable 

(d) the Ad Hoc Salmon Research Coordinating Group review 
ways to improve the amount of information obtained from 
efforts to determine .the continent of origin of 
salmonids south of 46°N. 

The sub-committee also advised the Commission (through the 
Standing Committee on Biology and Research) that the Ad Hoc Salmon 
Group would determine procedures for collecting heads and accompanying 
recovery data from adipose-clipped salmonid·s recovered on the high seas. 

4. DOCUMENTS. 

The following documents were reviewed: 

INPFC Docs. 2378, 2382, 2383. and 2384. Titles of documents 
appear in Appendix 1. 

The group also had for review two information documents relating 
to coded-wire tagging provided by the United States. 
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5. PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAM ON JAPANESE RESEARCH VESSELS IN 1981 

Mr. Takagi reviewed preliminary 1981 plans for operation of nine 
research vessels and a discussion on the details of the proposed operations 
followed. In general the research planned was similar to that conducted 
in 1980 and would be conducted in a similar though not identical time frame. 

Research on salmon distribution and abundance in the western Pacific 
would be conducted by three research vessels using gillnets (Figs. 1 to 3 
in Appendix 2). A departure from the 1980 research on distribution and 
abundance was planning of a pre-fishing-season cruise to be conducted by 
the Hokushin maru in the area adjacent to northern Honshu and southern 
Hokkaido (Fig-:--i). The objective of this cruise was to conduct research 
on salmon distribution off the coast of Japan in that period. The fishing 
season cruises of the Hokushin maru would follow general -patterns used 
by a similar vessel in 1980 (Fi~2 & 3). Particular emphasis would 
be placed on studying immature sockeye at six research stations requested 
by the United States in the area north of 50°N, south of the Aleutians 
between 175°E and 175°W (Fig. 3). The United States requested that 
research at these northernmost points during the second cruise of the 
Hokushin maru be at least as intensive as that conducted during 1980 when 
11 samples were obtained from the area. Japan indicated that if time 
permits two operations would be made at each of the six locations. 

Other vessels participating in the studies of distribution and 
abundance with gillnets will be the Iwaki maru and the Kumamoto maru. 
The proposed cruise patterns for these vessels are also shown in Figs. 2 & 3. 
The gear used by all three vessels will be similar to that used in 1980 
(A nets and C nets). 

A second group of three research vessels would study distribution 
using gillnets and capture fish for tagging with longline gear. The basic 
cruise operations planned for two of these vessels (Hokuho maru and No. 2 
Riasu maru) will be similar to operations conducted in 1980 (Figs. 4 & 5). 
Gear similar to that used in 1980 would again be used. Japan noted that 
when fishing with longline gear only, a set will consist of 50 hachi. 
When the fishing operations include gillnetting 30 hachi will be used. 

In discussion of the proposed cruise plans for these vessels the 
United States referred to recommendations in the 1980 salmon sub-committee 
report and noted the need for a greater concentration of research and tagging 
in the, specially ;i..mportant region. between 175°E and 175°W and south 
of 46°N. Only one third of th~ planned tagging operations were to be 
conducted in this area. Japan said that the cruise plans were still to 
undergo further review and that review would.take into account this concern. 

The cruises planned for the Japan Fisheries Agency vessel Hokko ~ 
(Fig. 6) are dependent mainly upon approval of funding. The Hokko ~ 
plan is to fish with longlines only in tagging operations. Some modifications 
of the cruise plans were suggested to more adequately sample coho salmon in 
the southern area of research shown for the second cruise of the vessel 
(Fig. 6). 
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Cruise plans for the Hokkaido University vessels Oshoro maru 
and Hokusei maru, which were described by Professor Fujii, are shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8. The cruise objectives are similar to those of 1980 
except that the Hokusei maru would not conduct any trawling operations 
in 1981. Research with the Oshoro maru would continue oceanographic 
investigations and study of pelagic species in the region of the 'U 

Polar Front. Gillnets and longline gear would be used at the stations 
shown in Fig. 7. Gillnets would have 17 different mesh sizes ranging from 
25 to 204 mm in 4-tan sections together with 20 tans each of 115, 121 and 
130 mm mesh. A total of 128 tans would be set during an operation. 
Longline sets would be 30 hachi. The salmonids taken with longline gear 
would be tagged. 

The plan for the second cruise of a vessel dedicated to marine 
mammal research was discussed. The first cruise would be a -topic-of 
discussion at the meetings of the Scientific Sub,Committee of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Marine Mammals. The second cruise would focus on Bering Sea 
research in the area shown in Fig. 9. This vessel had tagged salmon 
taken with longlines in 1980 from which at least 9 significant recoveries 
had been made. Japan agreed to tag salmonids of all species whenever 
possible in the 1981 research operations in this area. 

6. PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAM ON U.S. RESEARCH VESSELS IN 1981 

Mr. Harris outlined the program proposed for the United States 
research in 1981, which is similar in nature to that planned for 1980. 
Purse seines and modified longline gear would be used. The main line of 
the new longline gear which uses snap-on pre-baited gangions is to be 
hauled by drum or reel. Bait to be used is anchovy and small artificial 

·squid. Gear set would be equivalent to at least 50 hachi, i.e., 2,500 
hooks per set, but the distance between hooks might differ from Japanese 
gear. It was noted that while funding for continuation of scale analysis 
work by the United States is available, no firm decision has been reached 
on funds for the tagging operation. There is a possibility that such 
funds might not be provided. 

The research coordinating group viewed with great concern the 
possibility that the United States tagging research planned for 1981 
might not take place because of inadequate funding. It noted the concern 
expressed by the Sub-Committee on Salmon, the Standing Committee on 
Biology and Research and the Commission at the 1980 Annual Meeting that 
present knowledge and level of research planned could not provide 
sufficient information on continent of origin of salmonids within the 

. next year to enable the Commission to make recommendations under 
Article III 1 (d) of the Convention. Reduction or cancellation of 
certain planned research by the United States would drastically slow 
the collection of important data required for continent of origin studies. 
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7. STATUS OF EXCHANGES 

(a) Scale samples and associated data for scale pattern analysis 

The United States reported that all scale material requested 
of Japan had been provided and analysis was proceeding. The 
United States has nearly finished measuring the 1979 coho scales 
and is beginning analysis of the data. ·Some discrepancies were 
found between age determinations made by Japan and the United States 
which were attributed to different interpretation of the freshwater 
age. Japan will consider collection of coho otoliths at:sea in 
conjunction with scale collection for study of age determination. 
A preliminary scale pattern analysis employing standards for four 
major geographic areas (Kamchatka, Western Alaska, Central Alaska 
and Southeastern Alaska) yielded an accuracy of about 60%,-wh±ch 
was substantially lower than the results for sockeye. The incom
pleteness of the presently available standard samples and the lack 
of reliable abundance estimates might pose a problem in the final 
analysis, as these can potentially lead to bias and reduced clas-
sificatory accuracy. Plans for a similar analysis of 1980 coho 
were outlined, and a request for 1980 scales and associated 

· biological data will be made to Japan and Canada immediately after 
this meeting. 

The United States reported progress on scale analyses of 
sockeye salmon. Analysis had been completed for fourteen major 
groups in the 1972-76 scale collection provided by Japan. 
Improvements in the analyses were attributed to use of a digitizing 
machine. The United States plans to finish analysis of this large 
scale collection before the next Annual Meeting. Also, analyses 
reported in 1978 and 1979 will be repeated after all the scales 
are processed by the digitizer. 

Mr. Harris described U.S. plans .for a scale pattern analysis 
of chinook salmon in and near the landbased driftnet area, and 
mentioned several potential problems, including the need for standard 
samples for all areas producing·chinook salmon, the difficulty of 
predicting age at maturity, and the regeneration found in many of 
the scales collected. Study of the chinook scale analysis procedures 
is continuing with preliminary emphasis on obtaining an inventory of 
available 1975-1980 Asian and North American scale samples to be 
used as standards. Japan will take an inventory of the chinook 
samples provided by the U.S.S.R. from 1975 to 1980 and advise the 
United States of material on file. Requests for samples will be 
made if sufficient standard samples are available. There are also 
plans for a scale analysis.of chinooks caught incidentally by trawl 
fisheries in the· eastern .Bering Sea·. · 
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The United States transmitted to Japan a computer tape containing 
sockeye and coho scale measurement data and biological data collected 
on U.S. research vessels in 1980. 

Responding to a recommendation in the 1980 salmon sub-committee 
report, Japan indicated that in 1981 research vessel operations the 
current level of sockeye scale collection would be continued, but 
that there would be increased scale sampling for coho and chinook. 
Specifically, an attempt will be :made to sample all chinook captured, 
and all coho captured by gear C and up to 60 coho captured by gear A. 
The United States remarked that there were no immediate plans to ask 
for 1U.S. biologists on Japanese research vessels in 1981, but that 
this might be considered to facil.itate collection of scales and 
otoliths. 

(b) Catch statistics and other data 

Reference was made to catch statistics for the Japanese land
based salmon fishery in 1980 as reported in Doc. 2378. Some catches 
were reported outside the area designated for this fishery in the 
Annex to the Convention. It was confirmed that these catches had 
been made in the reported areas and Japan advised that this problem 
was under investigation and will be reported to INPFC. 

In response to a question concerning Japanese recoveries of 
tagged chum salmon reported in Doc. 2383, Japan reported that the 
recoveries made in northern Japan were principally fish of hatchery 
origin. 

Some discussion took place on possible reasons for the unusually 
high catch of.chinook salmon reported for the mothership fishery 
in 1980. No clear reasons for the high catch were determined but 
Japan suggested changes in environmental factors which affected 
migration patterns may have been a contributing factor as well as 
changes in absolute abundance. 

Japan reported that research vessel catch data collected in 
1980 would be forwarded in April, 1981 and oceanographic data would 
be provided by May, 1981. Responding to a United States request 
for 1972-1980 biological data on chinook salmon taken by the mother
ships and research vessels in the Bering Sea, Japan indicated that 
such data will be provided by the time of the next annual meeting. 
Japan also advised that data on immature sockeye collected in the 
Aleutian area would be provided by the time of the 1981 Annual Meeting. 

Japan reported that data on past catches of steelhead by research 
vessels was being compiled and would be provided at least in summary 
form for the next annual meeting. Collection of similar data for the 
mothership fishery was discussed. Because steelhead is not a target 
species in the fishery t,here are no past data available,but Japan 
will consider means of collecting data for the 1981 fishery. 
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8. DISCUSSION OF METHODS FOR CONTINUING CONTINENT OF ORIGIN STUDIES 

The research coordinating group agreed that tagging and sgale pattern 
analyses showed the most promise in continent of origin studies. No new 
procedures were discussed. The United States scale pattern analyses will be 
continued with the other national sections cooperating through provision 
of various scale samples. 

The United States described continuing work in the statistical 
methodology of discriminant analysis. Most of the current research is 
directed toward the precision of point estimates of stock composition, and 
includes new theoretical work as well as computer simulation studies. On 
the basis of simulation work to date, it is thought that present methodology 
provides slightly optimistic confidence intervals, but that any new techniques 
are not likely to change overall conclusions presented in rec.ent .anal_ys.es. 

9. REVIEW OF 1981 JAPANESE SALMON MOTHERSHIP OBSERVER PROGRAM 

Dr. Dahlberg stated that a summary of the 1980 U.S. observer program 
had been submitted as a document at the 1980 Annual Meeting of the Commission. 
The program for 1981 would involve four United States observers and would be 
similar to the 1980 program with two modifications. First, there would not 
be a salmon carcass tagging experiment in 1981 and secondly there would be 
collection of adipose-clipped salmonids. He noted that the 1980 coverage of 
catches averaged 35% and observers would work toward a target of 50% coverage 
in 1981. He emphasized that observers must have free access to weighing 
stations -and reasonable freedom of movement for their sampling procedures 
taking into account safety and on-vessel requirements. Some details of the 
observer requirements were discussed by a small working group. United States 
observers may also wish to take biological samples of some salmon other than 
the adipose-clipped fish i.n add.ition to Japanese sampling, but details have not 
been finalized. 

Japan indicated that the basic Japanese policy to cooperate with U.S. 
observers to the maximum extent possible, insofar as it will not hamper 
commercial fishing activit~~s at sea, will be maintained. Practical problems 
which arise in connection with the observers activities will be resolved 
between observers and fleet commanders. 

The United States would like.catcher boat crews to examine each coho, 
chinook and steelhead for clipped adipose fins. Canada requested that this 
e&amination include chum salmon as well. Clipped fish should be returned in 
a separate container to the mothership for processing by a U.S. observer. 

Mr. Takagi __ advised ~t-~at since 1977 Japan has been fin-clipping chum 
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and coho salmon as part of a 5-year artificial propagation program. The 
clipping involved not only the adipose fin alone but also various combinations 
of fin clips. In view of the potentially large number of clipped fish which 
might be encountered it was suggested that observers aboard the motherships 
have available a coded-wire tag detector to search for tags. The United States 
will explore the possibilities of observers having detectors. 

The tentative date for embarkation of the U.S. observers at Adak is 
June 7. 

10. PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING ADIPOSE-CLIPPED SALMONIDS 

The group had for reference two reports describing the coded-wire tags 
and tagging. In order to recover the tag, snouts only o-f- the --ta-gged -:fish are 
collected. The snout together with a completed identifying label is to be 
placed in a plastic container with salt as a preservative. A supply of the 
plastic bags and labels will be shipped to the Shimizu laboratory for dis
tribution to the research vessels. Snouts collected will be forwarded from 
Shimizu to the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo for shipment to Dr. Dahlberg. Aboard 
the motherships U.S. observers would be responsible for collection of snouts 
while in the U.S. Fishery Conservation Zone. The United States requested :: , 
the cooperation of Japan in collecting any potentially tag-bearing salmonids 
while the motherships were outside the U.S. zone and also enquired about 
the possibility of having sampling done aboard the landbased vessels. Japan 
indicated that sampling by the landbased vessels was beyond the agreement 
reached at the 1980 Annual Meeting but would take note of the request. 

11. OTHER BUSINESS 

Some discussion took place on the manner of reporting research in the 
salmon sub-committee reports at the time of the annual meeting and also on 
aspects of the special topic session scheduled for 1981. It was agreed that 
these matters will be discussed further through correspondence before the 
next annual meeting. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

INPFC 
Doc. 2378 

Doc. 2382 

Doc. 2383 

Doc. 2384 

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

Salmon catch statistics for Japanese mothership 
and landbased fisheries, 1980. 
Fisheries Agency of Japan, 1981 February 

Tables of the United States high seas salmon tagging 
in 1980. 
Fisheries Research Institute 1981 March 4 

Additional information of tag recoveries in 1980 
Japanese high seas salmon tagging 
(received during the period of November 1980 to February 1981) 
Fisheries Agency of Japan, 1981 February 

Regulations on the operations of the Japanese high seas 
salmon fisheries for the 1980 fishing season 
(Provisional English Translation). 
Fisheries Agency of Japan, 1981 March 
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Appendix 2~ 
. . ·, . 

Proposed Japanese research vessel cruises for salmon and _porpoise in the. North Pacific Ocean,: 1981 .:_:; ·· 

Name 

Hokushin Maru 

Iwaki Maru 

Kumamoto Maru 

Hokuho Maru 

No.2 Riasu Maru 

* ·. Hakka Maru 

Oshoro Maru 

Hokusei Maru 

* A Vessel 
(Undecided) 

Cruise . Period 

: ,•· ·~ ' .. ::._ . . 

Before fishing season·.··· April 
':"• ;'. 

1 - April 18 .. 
· 1st cruise 

2nd cruise•·.· 

1st cruise 
2nd cruise .. ·. 

1st cruise 

2nd cruise 

. _1st cruise 

2nd c,ruise _. 

1st cruise 
2nd cruise 

1st cru:;se. 

2nd cruise · 

One cruise 

One cruise 

. 1st cruise 

Apri 1 25. - May 25 
·.·June ·16: July 30 

.· April 25 - June 7 
· ... J.ur1e· J,5 ·- ·July 29 • 

• Apri 1 25 - June .· 9 . 
· .···June' 16 - July 31 

··. April · 2z'- June · ·7· 

June , 18 :- July __ 30 
.. 1.-.-... i'.; 

June 10 - Jul,Y \ 4'
July' 12 -August':5· 

. . 
·· June 5 ~-Auguit:16 

July 11 - August 12. 

Mid ·Ma/.·:/Late June 

. .. · Port for 
departure & entry • ·· · 

Kushiro ;, 

• ·: · Gear used· 

Kushiro, Kushi ro · · ·• · · Gil 1 nets 
Kushiro, Kushiro · Gill nets 

• Kushiro, Kushiro 
· · Kushiro, Kushiro .·· 

Kushiro, Kushiro 

. Kushiro, Kushiro 

. Gi 11 nets 

···Gil lnets 

_Gillnets_· 
·_.·,.Gill nets· 

Kushiro, Kushiro · :,: Longlines & Gill nets 
Hakodate, Kushiro: --:,;_ Longlines & Gillnets 

Kushiro, Kushiro 

Miyake, Kushiro 

Kus hi ro, _Kus hi ro 
.··. Kushiro, .Kushiro 

. Hakodate, Hakodate 

Hakodate, Hakodate 

·_{Undecided)> 
· . .r· 

Longlines & Gillnets· 

Longlines &_Gillnets 

Longlines 

Longl ines 

· Longlines & Gillnets 

Gill nets 

Salmon gill nets 

2nd crutse·· ·.·July_2 ~-August 15: ..... (Undecided}.,. . Salmon gillnets .. 
...... ···-· ............ ·.' ........... • ·::. •·.,.• , ... ,.. . . . . . . . .. ·· ... ·•· .... · ... ·.•.. &. ion· H.ti:es-,:.; 

. * Cruise schedule not fixed .. ·· 

Remarks 

Longlines are used 

for .tagging oper'ation 

Longlines are used 

for tagging operation 

Tagging operation 

Tagging operation 

Longlines are used 
for tagging operation 

Mainly Dali's 
porpoise research 

Bering Sea 
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Appendix :z~ 
Proposed Japanese research vessel ·cruises for saimon and' porpoi s~ in the Nert~ Pacific Ocean,·: 1gs1.·'; i <;: 

' . , .. . . ··1:1:·:.: 

Name 

Hokushin Maru 

Iwaki Maru 

Kumamoto Maru 

Hokuho Maru 

No.2 Riasu Maru 

· Cruise 

Before fishing ·season· · April 
· 1st ·cruise 

2nd cruise : · · 

1st cruise 
2nd cruise ·. 

1st crui_se 
2nd cruise 

• _1st cruise 
2nd c,ruise 

1st cruise 

2nd cruise . 

· · June' 16 ~ Jul,y 31_ 

.· Apr11 25 ~-Ju.ne a:: 
June, 18 '.'./July' 3F 

··. April·22'~ June··•7 

June 1s·~-July'30~:_ 
. ,. ·1.·-_:.;;·· 

Kushiro 
Kushiro,· Kushi ro. · 

Kushiro · 
Gi 11 nets.· 
Gill nets 

Kushira.:• ·,:Gillnets 

Kushiro 

Kushiro 
Kushiro 

Kushiro 
Hakodate, Kushiro • 

· Kushiro, Kushiro 

Miyako, Kushiro 

· Gil 1 nets 

.Gi 11 nets 
: <Gillnets ·, 

, . Longlines &_Gillnets . 
Longlines & Gillnets 

·Longlines &.Gillnets 

Longl ines & Gi 11 nets 
·, ~- .. 

Remarks 

Longlines are used 
for .tagging operatic 

Longlines are used 
for tagging operatio 

* ·-·Hakka Maru 1st cru.ise 
2nd cruise· 

June 10 ··.'.';·July·:·• 4 •· Kushiro; .Kushi ro 
' Kushiro,.Kushiro 

:Longlines
Longlines_ 

Tagging operation 
Tagging operation 

Oshoro Maru 

Hokuse1 Maru 

* A Vessel 
(Undecided) 

One cruise 

One cruise 

. 1st cruise· 

2nd crutse 

Cruise schedule 

• • ,, 1 •·. ,'. 

· July· 12 ·• August '. 5 

. ! ::;: , ;:: ;::: ::: SiJ ;:::::::;:::::: .. ::;::::· . :.,t "" i:;•::::: .:c:.:~i,, 
.· Mi~ ·Miv'-:tLate June'.'<./:·'.\: (Undecided). -~ : . Salmon gill nets Mainly Dall's 

: . ".'. ·'".:,.-.'''"'•:·. · ,. · ,·: ·. :; ... .-.::. ·. · porpoise research 
, · • ,, ' · ,• July . 2 .R •• August 15-. ·: :· ,:_ .. (Undecided}. . , . Salmon gill nets · ·, Bering Sea 

· · · · · · ·· ·· •· .. • _..,. · · · · ' · "' · · · · · · : ',i.;: .. , · ' ·,: ' · · · · · " · · · · · '. ·· _..,_. · . .- . .-.. · · ···: · ' · . · ,· !Loitt-H.nas, :: .. · .•. : ... :: .... • 

.:·,· ,•, 

i,{\i\;4;::, . 
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Appendix :z~ 

Proposed Japanese tesearch vessel ·cruises for sa1mon and. porpoise in the. North Pacific Ocean,· 1981 

Name 

Hokushin Maru 

Iwaki Maru 

Kumamoto Maru 

Hokuho Maru 

No.2 Riasu Maru 

* ·. Hokko Maru 

Oshoro Maru 

Hokusai Macu 

* A Vessel 
(Undecided) 

..... 

Cruise 

. . ' ' . 

. Befor~ fishing seas.on 
· 1st cruise· ._-; 

2nd cruise ' 

1st cruise 
2nd cruise .. · .. • 

_1st crui_se 
2nd cruise 

• 1st cruise . . 

2nd c,ru1 se .: · 

l st c~uise 
2nd cruise . 

1st cruise .. 
2nd cruise.· 

Period 

April 
April 25 - May 25 

. . . 
· · · June _ 16 - July 30 

April 25 -; June · 7 
. ~une' J,5 ··~ July 29 . 
. ( . ·: ·, ,· 
. . 
: April 25 . .. June ;. 9 
June' 16 "'. Jul.y 31_ 

June 10 '·)July 4 · ·• · 
July 12 :_ Au~ust ·, 5 

: Gear used· · 

Kush1ro Gill nets 

Kushiro ·. ·· ';.Gillnets 
Kush1ro · ·G1llnets 

Kush1ro · . Gill nets 
Kushi ro· : .' •: G111 nets · 

Kush1ro 

Kush1ro, Kush1ro 
Miyako, Kush1ro 

· Kushi ro; .Kushi ro 
•·. Kushiro,.Kush1ro 

Longlines &_GiJlnets 
Longlines & G111nets 

.· Longl ines & '6111 nets 
Longlines &.G1llnets 

C ;--: • • "r', .· 

_: Longl i nes •; -~ .. ·: · · 

Longlines. 
i . .. . 

One cruise June .. 5 .. :-:· AugustJ6 ... ,,, ,.· .:1 Hakodate, Hakodate . .- Lon_glines &,.Gill nets 

One cruise . : :~u~y•; {< ~ugus:\'.~\<_':,\)1:·:.H-~kod~te<,H~~~~~-te~ . , ·' .6111 nets . · (:. 

. 1st cruise.· Mid·May.'~''Late June·>\/'\·. {Undecided).,,,. · Salmon'g1llnets 

2n~. ci:u!:~7 •: :,:·. :: ::_:>::>:( .. ;::~~~~•: .. ~:;:~:::.~~~~~~)~<.':,:;:.::: ';i:::J~~~~?~~-~~l•;'.:: ,; ... :.:·.··,:: :.,~~1-T0n. t1l1:ll,~~i-> .. :. -.~·--~. 

'-',': 

Remarks 

Longl1nes are used 
for .tagging operat1o 

Long11nes are used 
for tagging operat1o 

Tagging operation 
Tagging operation 

Longlines are used 
for tagging operat1~ 

Mainly Dali's 
porpoise research 

. ~er1ng Sea 



Appendix .2; 

Proposed Japanese research yessel:cruises for salmon and.porpoise in the.North Pacific Ocean, 1~81.'.\ ·•-•: · . 
. ·· .. ,.._.·.: . .... : 

Name 

Hokushin Maru 

Iwaki Maru 

Kumamoto Maru 

Hokuho Maru 

No.2 Riasu Maru 

* ···Hokko Maru 

Oshoro Maru 

Hokusei Maru 

* A Vessel 
(Undecided) 

Cruise- >> -

-·· 
· Before fishing season 

- - 1st ·cruise <> 
2nd cruise · 

1st cruise 
2nd cruise 

1st cruise· 
2nd cruise 

1st cruise · · · 

2nd cruise 
. ·' . 

1st cr:-ui se 
2nd cruise -

1st cru_i se __ .. -

2nd cruise. 

One cruise 

One cruise 

: 1st cruise 

_ Period 

'. '·. ,·. 

April --- 1 ..: Apri 1 
April. 2~:May 25 

' 
June 16 ~ July 30 

-April 25 - · June ·· 1 
~une',:i,s··- 'July 29 

, . -{ 

< Apri 1 2S - June _-.-- 9 · 
'June' 16 - July 31 · 

April 25 - Jun~ B: 
·June: 18 ~>July 3_1, .:•:-_ 

.· . . . . 

···•• Apri 1 · 22 - June · 7 
June .18_-·July·3~ 

. . ' ·,;- .. ·. 
,· .. :···· 

June 
·-- July 12 - August : '5 

June. 5~:August 16~ 

·.:· 

- -.__ Port for :- ---
-departure & entry · 

. ', i Gear .. used- -

- Kushi ro , _ Kushi ro 
. .· ,. 

Kushiro,' Kushiro ' 
: Kushiro, Kushiro -

. ,· 
- ' . 

:··._ .. -~_'..:Gill nets· 

Gill nets-·· 

Gill nets 

·< Kushiro, Kushiro- · <.Gi11nets 
·:-: :_ ··. Kushiro, Kushiro --_·Gill nets 

.:. Kushiro, Kushiro _Gillnets. 
. Kushiro,. Kushiro· <- --• ··: .,.:Gillnets·,_-

•.:•: ·, 

--_ Kushiro, Kushiro · ·, Longlines & G;Jlnets 
' . . . \ 

Hakodate, Kushi ro _ - _. Longl i nes & Gi 11 nets 

Kushiro, Kushiro 

Miyake, Kushiro 

· Kushiro~_Kushiro 

Kushiro,~Kushiro 

- Longlines &0 Gillnets 
__ Longlines & Gillnets 

·., ,· .:· .-· ' . . . 

0: Longl i nes. ·· 
·Longlines_ 

! 
- •1 _ Hakodate, Hakodate · Longlines & -Gillnets 

l 
- July 11 - August 12 ··.< _: ---- · :i . Hakodate, Hakodater _ 

. Mid ·May.·.:, Late June < {Undecided) · 

·--• _ Gi 11 nets 

•_Salmon gillnets 

Remarks 

Longlines are used 
for _tagging operation 

Longlines are used 

for tagging operation· 

Tagging operation 

Tagging operation 

Longlines are used 
for tagging operati~n 

Mainly Dall's 
porpoise research 

2nd crut~e 
. ·- ., -. _ _ . _ .: July . 2 _ ..... August JS: . _ · .. (Undecided}-:. _ .. _ Salmon gill nets . . _ Bering Sea 

' ' ' .. -, . ,• :· .. ·" .. ••, • .. •·, ... ·· .. •: . -. _., ... · ..... ' ,. ,.:--·• .·., .... ;- .. ' ... ·. ·' . · ..... , ... • . "• :•: •' .. , .. _ • .. _ ..... •.-· .. _..,.: .... &' ion' 1':i:r're·s·.-.·.,: •. ', - -~ .... '. : .. •·•· •· , . 

. ::::_ .... - .. .. . ,, •· ... ' .•. ·.:,· •.i •' 

* Cruise schedule not fixed ._,'./.; • 

·, ~-.. . ; . 
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6. cruises of Hokko Maru 
- A: 1st cruise 
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